7.2 . Best Practices:
Ist Best Practices
Late Sau. KesharbaiKshirsagar alias KakuState level Elocution Competition
Goals

1) To development of language & communication skills among students
2) To develop thinking ability of student.
3)

To give students the opportunity to meet, exchange views and form friendship with other competitors
from neighbouring colleges.

TheContext
To focus on burning issues of society and discuss the possibilities solving them we Organize elocution
competition among the students of different colleges Maharashtra also. Our aim is to motivate students for
exchanging their views and thoughts and have a healthy fruitful interaction with other students. An Elocution
contest is a popular way of encouraging students to speak clearly. Elocution refers to one’s capacity of
communicating with others, with the use of exact speech and gestures. A vocally eloquent person has a sure
shot edge over others in a group. Elocution is an art form which few students are blessed with and others must
master it through repeated observation, hearing and practice. The power of elocution has reached students to
the heights of glory, be it in academics, politics, media and corporate. Furthermore, elocution is also the
foundation of effective communication skills.
The Practice
We organize regularly Late Sau. Kesharbai Kshirsagar alias Kaku State level Elocution competition each year in the month of
December. The topic of the event is decided in the IQAC meeting. A committee is formed to organize the event. The circular
having all details about the event are circulated through whatsapp groups, emails and hard copies through post. The prizes are
attractive so that the students from faraway places will be able to participate in the event. The first prizes is of Rs 3001/-,
second of Rs. 2001/- and third of Rs 1001/-. All these prizes are being sponsored by the College. For evaluation of students
each year new examiners are appointed. Before the event many students prepare themselves for the event. Students who are
participated in the event are scrutinized and three prizes are distributed in the final event.

Evidence of the Success:
This event has created positive atmosphere among the student community. Students of this college are preparing themselves
for the various competitions held at intercollegiate level. The competition took place on 17 December 2019 wherein number
of students participated from all over Maharashtra. The practice has helped college to develops its own identity in the region..

Problems Encountered:
The ratio of the students participating in such events is very low. So our college should take initiative to prepare our own
students for participation in other college competitions. We expect more participation of the students in forthcoming years.

Best Practices -II
Blood Donation Camp:Goal:1) To encourage new people to donate their blood on voluntary unpaid basis.
2) To create importance of blood donation among the student, staff members and also society.
3) To build wider public awareness of the need for regular blood donation throughout the year in order to
maintain an adequate supply of blood for all patients requiring transfusion.
The context:An integrated strategy for blood safety is required for the provision of safe and adequate blood. Recruiting
a sufficient number of safe blood donors is an emerging challenge. The shortage of blood in India is due to
an increase in the demand with fewer voluntary blood donors. A study on the knowledge attitude and the
practice of donors may prove to be useful in the successful implementation of the blood donation
programme. Our aim was to find the level of the knowledge attitude and practice of blood donation among
voluntary blood donors.
Our college conducts blood donation camp each year on the occasion of Birth anniversary of
Adarshshikshansanstha’s secretory respected JaydattaannaKshirsagar on 7th Dec.2019. The theme of this
programme is “Blood connects us all”. It focuses on thanking blood donors and highlights the dimension
of “sharing” and “connection” between blood donors and patients. To draw attention to the roles that
voluntary donation system plays an encouraging people to care for one another and promote community
cohesion. The campaign aims to highlight stories of people whose lives have been saved through blood
donation, as a way of motivating regular blood donors to continue giving blood and people in good health
who have never given blood to begin doing so particularly young people.
Evidence of success:A majority of the donors were willing to be regular donors. The donors showed positive effect like a
sense of satisfaction after a donation. Creating an opportunity for blood donation by conducting many
blood donation camps may increase the voluntary blood donations.
Problems Encountered:

The blood bank has to carry more pockets to increase the quantity of blood donation. They also has to
make necessary arrangement for blood grouping in large number.

